
Arden Civic Committee Meeting - March 6, 2002 7:30 E..m.
Present: Sue Rothrock-Chair, Aaron Hamburger, Lou Bean, Ken Sutton, Joan
Fitzgerald, secretary. Walter Broadbent
Absent:

Sue Rothrock started the meeting.

Aaron Hamburger drafted the letter on the Leaf Removal policy (copy attached).
Aaron read the letter and the committee approved. The letter is to be mailed in
September 2002.

Saturday, April 13th is the Spring Woods clean up. The special trash pick up
will be scheduled for Wednesday, April 17th or Saturday, April 20th. Aaron will
make the arrangements.

Lou Bean commented Millers Road does not seem to have the dumping problems
anymore since the installation of the fence. Everyone agreed.

Budget: Aaron Hamburger the following: (see attached) Trash Pick-Up: projected
increase of 3% Roads: will continue with a gradual increase Forrest: Leave as is
because of increase a few years ago Special Clean Up: projection has been
lowered Roads: have money available
Budget approved as reviewed. committee.
Aaron will send to the Budget

Roads: We need to write Wayne Smith to request next year's funds. possible use
of the grant was discussed.

Millers and Marsh: need to widen the intersection. We will use our money to
widen.

Orleans and Harvey: need to widen intersection on the Tanzer/Press side. We will
use our money.

Sherwood Green: install cobblestones around the Green. The area would need to be
measured. The last quote was Approx. $17/ft if Arden supplied the stone or
$22/ft if they supplied the stone.

BWVC Parking: Approx cost from chain to the corner of the Buzz Ware $12,000. It
was agreed to request the grant for this project.

Aaron Hamburger reminded the committee of Wayne Smith's coffee meeting at the
Brew Ha Ha every Tuesday at 7a.m.It would be a good idea to attend some of these
meetings.

Aaron will update the Special Trash Pick Up and Assessors Meeting post cards for
printing and distribution. The postcards should be mailed the last week of
March.

Pump Path: Sue Rothrock reported the cost to correct the drainage would be
$1100. It was felt the expense was too high and this project will be deferred
until additional information could be gathered.

Broadbent's to Swimming Hole: The following quote was received to install a
bridge: $755 16ft bridge 675 12ft bridge It was decided to install the 16ft
bridge.



Sherwood Forrest: We would like to do a complete survey-Avery and Buckingham
Green.

Received a letter from Johanne Schroeder in reference to the bike activity. We
will need to install signs stating the following: No motor vehicLes, trash
dumping, destruction, or fires
The ordinance states that signs are to be posted. Possibly the signs could be
metal or plastic with old English lettering. This would help keep the costs
reasonable. A sign also need to be posted at the Indian Field Circle: No fires
without permits

Also received a complaint from Rodney Jester in reference to the parking at the
basketball court. It is felt by the committee that the parking is not the
problem; it's the noise, especially the music. We can install a No Parking sign.

The bulletin board at the Gild Hall needs to be upgraded- Aaron will discuss
possible improvements with the Arden Club.

If anyone receives complaints of vandalism, it should be sent via e-mail to the
Safety committee.

SPRING WALK ABOUT! ! ! Saturday, April. 20th 9am @ BWVC
Sue Rothrock will call Downing to have a representative walk with us.

Meeting adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,
Joan Fitzgerald Town Secretary


